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Folding for FunF   l   i   F     F  Fo   d   d    f   f  g  g  g  i   n     no    o   o   r   u  u
Join in our celebration of peace
The folded paper crane is an international
symbol of peace and has probably become the
best-known Origami design.

Fold in half Fold in half Open the pocket Flatten to square Turn over

Open and flatten
the pocket

Fold to make
creases and
fold back

Pick a tip to
make space

Flatten the
pockets Turn over

Fold, open
and flatten
the pocket

Fold to
meet the
center line Pocket

fold in the
dotted line

Pocket fold
the head
and open
the wings
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For all your fun activities and  projects

B lue cranes have funny breeding habits!
When they pair up, they dance and throw

objects such as
grass up into
the air.  It is
thought that pairs

form for life and
they use the same

breeding site each
season. They nest in short,

thick plant growth and after the female
has laid two eggs, the male helps
incubate them. After raising their chicks
during summer, they join up to form
flocks of between 50-1000 birds.
These flocks move around during
winter, looking for food at lower
altitudes (closer to sea level). 

South Africa, 
the blue crane’s only home

Proudly South African

The elegant blue crane is known the Xhosa people as
indwe. When a Xhosa man does something very brave,
his chief presents some feathers from an indwe to him,
and then he is supposed to help keep peace in times of
trouble. The Xhosa aren’t alone in their love for the blue
crane – it is also South Africa’s national bird. The entire

world’s population of blue cranes is found in
South Africa, except for sixty birds that live

in Namibia.

These birds of a feather first breed,
then flock together.

Our national bird = Ours to protect
With only about 25000 birds left, the blue crane is a vulnerable
species on the IUCN Red Data list. People have destroyed
their habitat by turning grasslands into forests and towns.
Many birds die when they fly into power lines, and others are
poisoned by farmers, who don’t like them eating their crops.
For now, the population is stable, but South Africa is this bird’s
only home and with nowhere else to go, it is ours to protect.

• Scientific name: Anthropoides paridiseus 
• Height: 100 – 120 cm
• Flying speed: 60-70 km/hr
• Eating habits: Mostly plants (bulbs, seeds, 
roots, maize, wheat), insects 
like grasshoppers, little frogs, 
fish and small mammals

• Habitat: Dry grasslands (high up),
shallow  wetlands, croplands
and pastures.

World 
Migratory 
Bird Day

World Migratory Bird 
Day is a two-day event 
annually held on the 
second weekend of May 
to highlight the need to
protect  migratory birds
and their habitats.

Select your favourite colour from the
beautiful range of paper from Butterfly
and carefully follow the steps above to
fold your own paper crane. Make sure
each fold is sharp and precise!
Did you know that the blue crane is also
a migratory bird? But it only migrates in
South Africa and only in certain  
regions.


